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ABSTRACT

The background of this research were: (1) optimizing the learning subject potential and optimize the use of technology to support learning; (2) discipline students in collecting assignments; (3) directing students to get a relevance of references to supporting their assignments; (4) improve student literacy in scientific articles or journals; (5) to support the creative economy of Government programs that was introduced in the education field through entrepreneur learning. Moreover, this study to support Government policy about work from home (WFH) and school from home (SFH) to preventive measure dissolution of Covid-19 distribution. This opportunities for the students could be survive in the globalization and industrial revolution 4.0. Accordingly the study was very important to do. This study aimed to determine the feasibility of telegram-assisted e-work teams based blended learning in entrepreneurship learning for STKIP MBB students. This was a developmental research model research and development according to ADDIE, involving five stages: 1) Analysis; 2) Design; 3) Development; 4) Implementation, and 5) Evaluation. This development of this product was based on a Learning Management System (LMS) using Moodle through an e-learning website was gnomio. This study case limited to the design and development stage. The data were collected through questionnaires of advisability telegram assisted e-work team based blended learning from expert judgment. The result of this study showed that teaching material could be used for entrepreneur learning, moreover entrepreneur learning material and media were included good category.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship course are compulsory subjects that must be taken by University of Muhammadiyah Bangka Belitung students. The aimed of this course to growth entrepreneurial spirit in student to be able to surviving the global challenges. Moreover this course has improve pedagogical techniques of lecturers to involving both entrepreneurship and higher education learning processes [1]. The aimed to academic context were to understand the role academic process of designing, implementing, monitoring and assessing in their experiences on learning [2]. The students on higher education are required to facilitate especially for the give respond to the social and economic needs of society [3] and to be a solution for problems faced [4]. Curriculum in UNMUH BABEL relevant with the needs and condition in society. Furthermore, the graduates from UNMUH BABEL could be benefit society and implement their abilities in everyday life.

Based on interview with the entrepreneur lecturer in UNMUH BABEL to known the lecturer has a problem for understanding and responsibility assessment. So far, entrepreneurial learning uses project based learning for improve their ability through a group task project, such as finance, marketing, management of project, etc. During the project learning showed that their communication was passably category on collecting individual tasks or report of their project. Moreover, the others factor were reports that are made were not structured and need for guidance in making reports on business activities.

Covid-19 pandemic phenomena that occur globally have a direct impact on education and learning that require immediate problem solving. The important thing of this phenomenon is a challenge for educators to innovate and be creative in made a learning design. Innovation for educators in creating media to made it learning media by combining several elements through virtual technology [5]. Furthermore, including the strategy of organizing teaching, teaching delivery and the quality of appropriate teaching [6]. The challenge in this condition is to choose adaptive and flexible learning model to be applied in the learning process by blended learning. Blended learning is a learning strategy that aimed to support the achievement of learning goals that combine learning in the classroom with outside the classroom [7].

This study use telegram as a tool for students to receive material that must be studied along with instructions on the assignments, that learning is more structured. This telegram as an innovation in optimizing utilizing social media and learning as problem solving [8] can support
learning in institutions [9] and provide perceptual experiences in learning [10] through a smartphone or mobile phone application that is implemented in learning anywhere and anytime [11]. Students could discuss about learning materials via telegram, moreover telegram could be carried out anywhere and at any time, that is not limited by space and time in accordance with the nature of m-learning.

The basis that supports the program to optimize learning is to use the Learning Management System (LMS) in particular developing e-work teams. LMS was dynamic and practical for use in an institution [12] which can be useful in improving student learning experiences and training in building a mindset for students [13], trained to manage a system in education [14], improve pedagogical competence in learning, and made learning effective at the tertiary level [15]. LMS helps and supports educators including lecturers in online interaction and building a collaborative learning environment, both blended learning in face to face or online [16].

The background of this research were: (1) optimizing the learning subject potential and optimize the use of technology to support learning; (2) discipline students in collecting assignments; (3) directing students to get a relevance of references to supporting their assignments; (4) improve student literacy in scientific articles or journals; (5) to support the creative economy of Government programs that was introduced in the education field through entrepreneur learning. Based on the problems and reviews, this study serves to optimizing implementation of entrepreneurship learning. Moreover, to support Ministry of Education and Culture or Regional Government to efforts for break the Covid-19 distribution chain, that it applies School from Home (SFH) and Work from Home (WFH).

1.1. Related Work

According to the product (telegram assisted-work team based blended learning), we divided the existed work into three categories.

1.1.1. Analysis

Analysis phase before creating the plan, developing, or even implementing [17] which did analysing of evaluation result of the previous training program form student’s and lecturer competencies [18]. Moreover, in this phase is the foundation for all other phases of instructional design, included specific research techniques and the output of this phase often include the instructional goals [19].

Based on the result of need analysis or need assessment showed that during the project learning showed that their communication was passably category on collecting individual tasks or report of their project. Moreover, the others factor were reports that are made were not structured and need for guidance in making reports on business activities. One of the learning component must be support in learning process is teaching material and media. This is important thing to support online learning, accordingly would impact directly or indirectly especially for entrepreneurship learning.

Moreover, based on this situation during pandemic Covid-19 and New Normal Era, the Ministry Education and Cultural or the Regional Government has a policy to implementation School from Home (SCH) and Work from Home (WFH). It’s mean education and learning field shifting from conventional method to be virtual methods (online learning).

1.1.2. Design

Design phase is really how to applying the instruction could really be effective [17] to made it prototype specification [19] of this product. Based on analysis, the researchers to made it prototype of teaching material. The development of teaching material is work sheet, in this study did a modification of teaching material by optimizing social media application (telegram). This innovation by mobile learning could be alternative to improve the student’s motivation [20] in entrepreneur learning.

Telegram is one of innovation as a social media tools for teaching and learning in institution [9] especially in STKIP Muhammadiyah Bangka Belitung. The aimed of this research to optimizing telegram application for teaching and learning, moreover in this application could to inserting of curriculum, syllabus, and technology [11]. Telegram application support to enhancement by providing a quick way and easy platform to sharing information [21] form learning subject, and other aimed based on telegram application has various pedagogical benefits and instruction
effectively for [22] formal or non-formal learning implementation and has contribute to reflection on the added value of collaborative work [2]. This phase to make design prototype of product such as layout, learning objective, learning instruction to implemented in telegram and inserting in Learning Management System (LMS) with Gnomio open source platform Moodle. Moreover, this product could sign in by website.

Implementation for this product using principal of blended learning. Blended learning is mixed method of traditional classroom teaching methods with online learning [5] the aimed of this study to support technology development in 21st century [6]. Moreover, this is learning innovation to improve self reliance and self confidence to explore learning method in this era [7], to support preceded modern instructional technologies and educational experiences [23]. This product of telegram assisted e-work team based blended learning to support professional development programs to implementation on higher education, could be completed as a stand-alone professional development course [24]. The assumption of design product:

1.1.3. Developing

In this phase, the researcher to creating factual sample for instructional design, developing the materials of the course, and run through the conduction of the design. Developing phases to generate and validate the learning resources of product to developing, generate content, select and developing supporting media, developing of guidance for the student’s, lecturer’s, conduct formative revisions, and conduct a pilot test [18]. Moreover, this stage aimed to generate the lesson plans and lesson materials. During this phases the researcher will develop the instruction and supporting documentation [19]. You can access this product in https://entrepreneurlearning.gnomio.com/my/. The assumption of developing product:
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1.2. Our Contribution

This paper contributes to complementing the needs of lecturer’s and student’s in entrepreneur learning. This product is telegram assisted e-work team based blended learning would be validation test by expert judgment and peer reviewer. The aspect validation of this product were entrepreneur material and media. Based on the entrepreneur material expert validation showed that the material is good category. Based on the media expert validation to showed that for the aspect of display quality and language is good category, aspect of ease for process operation is passably
category, aspect of reliability is good category, illustrative quality aspects (pictures, videos or animations) is passably, and aspect of easy of use is good category. Through several the cases and the result, it is shown that our improvements are feasible and efficient to support entrepreneur learning.

1.3. Paper Structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries used in this paper, which include important to developing this product to support entrepreneur learning, optimizing telegram as learning tool, would be implemented based blended learning, and differences this study with the others study. Moreover the result of expert judgment on descriptive analysis as based on to revision of product. The end of this part is conclusion of this study.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Background of Product Development

The background of this study were: (1) optimizing the learning subject potential and optimize the use of technology to support learning; (2) discipline students in collecting assignments; (3) directing students to get a relevance of references to supporting their assignments; (4) improve student literacy in scientific articles or journals; (5) to support the creative economy of Government programs that was introduced in the education field through entrepreneur learning. Moreover, this study to support Government policy about work from home (WFH) and school from home (SFH) to preventive measure dissolution of Covid-19 distribution. This chance for the students could be surviving in the globalization and industrial revolution 4.0. Accordingly the study was very important to do.

2.2. The Characteristic of this Study

The characteristic of this study to developing telegram assisted e-work team based blended learning in entrepreneur learning. Preliminary research to maximizing telegram application for teaching reading [11], has a same and differences both of study. The same variable and using telegram as a media for teaching and learning process. The differences aspect are subject matter and using LMS in product development. Learning implementation based on blended learning. LMS: the game changer for traditional teaching and learning at adult and higher education institutions to show that positives and optimistic responses of students for management system preference, utilization, appreciation, and satisfaction, for online teaching-learning at higher education institutions [12]. The same aspect this study with product development is using LMS to be learning media. The characteristic of product development is optimizing social media (telegram) to be a tools for entrepreneur learning for interactive learning and to direct learning process.

2.3. Telegram Assisted E-Work Team Based Blended Learning

Telegram assisited e-work team based blended learning in entrepreneur learning

Telegram as a social media to be a learning tool. The aimed of using telegram is give the instruction for the group class for learning would begin. Features in LMS there topic of learning, FGD (Forum Group Discussion) for discussion about special topic of learning, Chat features for chit chat with one each others to preparation check before learning would begin. Assignment feature for upload some of their tasks. Based some of features LMS completely online learning. Moreover, there online user feature for to check who is not presence for entrepreneur learning each meeting. This product not just support to be media but helped the lecturer’s to improve their pedagogic competencies. How the lecturer’s could design of learning process.

2.4. Result of This Product Development

The categorization of the results could be seen in the following Table 1.
Table 1. The categorization of decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 40</td>
<td>Dissatisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 – 60</td>
<td>Passably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 – 80</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 – 100</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [25]

Based on the validation result by expert judgment to showed that:

Table 2. The validation result of Entrepreneur Material Expert Judgment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Expert Judgment</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category and Descriptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect of Material Worthiness and Material Accuracy</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material presentation aspects</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspects of the Relevance of Facts to the Concept of Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Good (after revision) Suggestion: adjusted to needs of students and the potential that is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language aspects</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic aspect</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive aspect</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique aspect</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The validation result of Media Expert Judgment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Expert Judgment</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display and Language Quality Aspects</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect of Ease of Operation Process</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Passably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability aspects</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the result showed that the aspect of the relevance of facts to the concept of entrepreneurship has a good after revision of e-work team. Based on suggestion of expert validation e-work team not relevance with the student’s need and not yet to showed the student’s can to improve their potential. Although e-work team has to showed for the technical didactic learning process.

Based on media expert judgment to show there two aspect in a passably. The suggestion of expert judgment more than clear for instruction’s learning, how start to begin and give explanation to describe each of features. Illustrative quality aspects (pictures, videos or animations) in passably category, based on media not able video to support learning.

Telegram is a valuable extension of classical learning methods [9] to be innovation for teaching and learning and would be problem solving for educators [8]. ICT is a media to supporting distance learning [26], one of the open source platform to be considered is Moodle. LMS support constructionist of pedagogical principle of educators and could be made to the source code as long as the original license [26]–[28].

3. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this study are the telegram e-work team based blended learning was proper to teach material of entrepreneur learning, in terms entrepreneur material (aspect of material worthiness and material accuracy, material presentation aspect, aspect of the relevance of facts to the concept of entrepreneurship, language aspects, didactic aspect, constructive aspect, and technique aspect). Moreover media aspect (display and language quality aspects, aspect of base of operation process, reliability aspect, illustrative quality aspects, and aspect of easy of use. All of the validation to showed that this teaching material and media is good category.

Based on the results of this research to show that the media developed could helped entrepreneurial learning and could be used as supporting media for blended learning with the features that have been available, such as to improve the students disciplinary through task deadline. Furthermore, the lecturer could be control students cognitive through by quiz feature, the individual or group project could be upload in this media for evidence of their activities, the lecturer...
could be effective discussion for students by chat or forum group discussion in this media features and the lecturer could be control students activities, give a feed back, to assignment student activities or task.
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